Advances in X-ray and gamma-ray astronomy have opened a new window on our universe and revealed a wide variety of binaries composed of a compact object and a Be star. In Be X-ray binaries, a neutron star accretes the Be disk and truncates it through tidal interactions. Such systems have important X-ray outbursts, some related to the disk structure. In other systems, strong gamma ray emission is observed. In γ-ray binaries, the neutron star is not accreting but driving a highly relativistic wind. The wind collision region presents similarities to colliding wind binaries composed of massive stars. The high energy emission is coming from particles being accelerated at the relativistic shock. I will review the physics of X-ray and gamma-ray binaries, focusing particularly on the recent developments on gamma-ray binaries. I will describe physical mechanisms such as relativistic hydrodynamics, tidal forces and non thermal emission. I will highlight how high energy astrophysics can shed a new light on Be star physics and vice-versa 1 .
Introduction
Be stars are a subgroup of B-type stars which spectra display one or more Balmer emission lines at some point of their life (Collins 1987) . The emission arises from a dense circumstellar disk. Be disks are well described by the viscous decretion disk model (Lee et al. 1991) . They vary on timescales of a few years (Rajoelimanana et al. 2011) . They undergo growth and decay phases (Jones et al. 2008) and can also present warping due to one-armed oscillations (Okazaki 1991; Papaloizou et al. 1992; Telting et al. 1994) . Complete reviews on Be stars and disks can be found in (Porter & Rivinius 2003; Rivinius et al. 2013) .
The majority of massive stars are located in binary systems (Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007) . Binary interactions are important during the main sequence, as colliding stellar winds, but also during later stages, when one of the stars has become a compact object. This review focuses on systems where the compact object is a neutron star, which covers the vast majority of binary systems with Be stars. There is currently only one binary potentially composed of a black hole (Casares et al. 2012) .
After its formation, the neutron star is rotating very fast and drives a highly relativistic wind. The collision between the pulsar wind and wind from the massive companion creates a shocked region where particles are accelerated, yielding γ-ray emis-sion. A schematic view of the so-called γ-ray binaries is given in Fig. 1 . Five of such systems has been discovered so far, three of them hosting a Be star. The study of such systems is very recent and became possible thanks to the Fermi satellite as well as ground-based Cerenkov telescopes such as H.E.S.S., MAGIC or VERITAS. describes our current understanding of them. Figure 1 . Schematic view of a γ-ray binary (not to scale). The collision between the pulsar wind and stellar wind creates two shocks. A contact discontinuity separates both shocked winds. The photon field of the massive star (and its Be disk if present) provides the seed photons for the inverse Compton emission. The orbit of the pulsar is likely inclined with respect to the Be disk.
As the pulsar slows down, the power of the wind decreases and eventually the neutron star starts accreting its massive companion. The emission is now dominated by X-rays, and such systems are called high-mass X-ray binaries. More than a hundred of these systems have been detected (Liu et al. 2006) , the majority of them is likely hosting a Be star, dominating the optical emission. A recent review can be found in Reig (2011) .
High-mass X-ray binaries and gamma-ray binaries are two different phases of the evolution of a massive binary. Good progress in the field of Be/X-ray binaries has been made since the dynamics of the Be disk are better understood and well modeled in simulations of Be/X-ray binaries. This has extended the interest of Be/X-ray binaries from the high energy community to the larger scope of stellar physics. The understanding of γ-ray binaries, which is still incomplete, is bound to follow the same track if we want to fully understand all the observed properties. It will bring valuable information on high energy processes as well as fundamental stellar and disk properties.
This review, based on a talk at the "Bright emissaries" conference held in London, Ontario on Aug 10-13 2014, highlights the relevance of the Be phenomenon to high energy astrophysics and vice-versa. The review focuses on the aspects of stellar and disk physics in γ-ray binaries, and I refer the reader to for details on aspects such as particle acceleration or pulsar wind physics. I will briefly recall the im-portance of the Be phenomenon in the understanding of Be/X-ray binaries ( §2). Then I will describe the wide variety of observations of γ-ray binaries ( §3) and how theoretical models attempt to explain all the observed variability ( §4). Finally I will recall the importance for improved modeling of stellar physics in the study of γ-ray binaries ( §5) and conclude ( §6).
Learning from Be/Xray binaries
On top of quiescent low X-ray luminosity (L X ≃ 10 34 erg s −1 ), two types of bursts are observed in certain systems. Type I bursts are quasiperiodic, with L X ≃ 10 36−37 erg s −1 and are short compared to the orbital period. Type II bursts are more luminous (L X ≥ 10 37 erg s −1 ), aperiodic and cover a significant fraction of the orbital period (Stella et al. 1986; Negueruela 1998) .
The presence of the compact object strongly affects the Be disk, which is perturbed by tidal torques when the viscous timescale is larger than the orbital period. The perturbation leads to disk truncation at a resonance radius (Okazaki et al. 2002) . Be disks in Be/X-ray binaries are smaller but denser than disks around single stars (Zamanov et al. 2001) . In highly eccentric binaries, the truncation radius can be large enough to allow capture of the disk material during the periastron passage of the compact object, resulting in a Type I burst (Okazaki & Negueruela 2001) .
The exact origin of type II burst is not clearly established, although the timescales between and during bursts indicate a relation to the dynamics of the disk (rather than the orbital period of the system). The increased accretion occurring during type II burst may result from a warp in the disk, caused by a misaligned orbit of the neutron star (Martin et al. 2011 (Martin et al. , 2014 . Detailed studies of Hα and HeI emission lines in the disk correlate the presence of asymmetries in the disk with bursts (Moritani et al. 2011) .
The combination of numerical simulations showing the long term evolution of the disk, theoretical progress on tidal interactions and viscous disks and long-term monitoring campaigns in X-rays and optical spectroscopy led to the current understanding of Be/X-ray binaries. Be/X-ray binaries are not only a window on the physics of neutron stars and associated accretion and high energy emission. They are also a highly valuable testbed for Be disks and their evolution. Careful study of the X-ray bursts provides indications on the density and dynamics of the disks. The relevant timescales provide insights on the viscosity in the disk ) and the central star. The large number of discovered systems allows statistical studies of orbital and spin properties, which gives valuable information of the progenitor system and supernova kicks (Pfahl et al. 2002; Martin et al. 2009 ).
γ-ray binaries : puzzling observations
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the spectral energy distribution of PSR B1259-63, the only γ-ray binary with a confirmed pulsar. It shows continuous emission from radio up to tens of TeV. The peak of the emission occurs in the MeV range, leading to the denomination of γ-ray binary. The optical emission is dominated by the massive companion. In all cases, the companions are highly luminous massive stars (from B0Ve to 06V). The non-thermal emission is synchrotron (up to GeV band) and inverse Compton emission (up to TeV) from particles accelerated at the shocks between the winds. In systems with small orbits, the synchrotron radio emission is resolved at all phases and traces the position of the shocked pulsar wind as it evolves around the companion star. The example of LSI +61 o 303 is shown on the right panel of Fig. 2 . Table 1 summarizes the observed variability and main parameters of in all detected γ-ray binaries. γ-ray binaries strike by their complex variability pattern. Despite of the tremendous progress, current models are still unable to explain all variability in a consistent manner. Understanding the orbital and superorbital modulations provides a unique chance to probe both the pulsar wind and the stellar environment. Table 1 . Summary of the main characteristics of the currently known γ-ray binaries. From left to right : confirmed identification of compact object, spectral type of the companion star, orbital period (in days), eccentricity, and presence of variability in various wavebands, related to the orbital phase (O) and/or another timescale (V), likely related to the Be disk. The presence of parentheses indicate a strong indication without firm confirmation. For references, see . The observation of a magnetar-like flare is a strong indication for the presence of a neutron star in LSI + 61 o 303 (Dubus & Giebels 2008 LS 5039 is probably the best understood γ-ray binary thanks to its short orbital period and the absence of the Be disk. Fig. 3 shows its lightcurves in X-rays, GeV and TeV. Radio, X-rays and the TeV modulations display the same behavior, peaking around inferior conjunction and showing the least emission at superior conjunction, when the compact object is behind the massive star with respect to the observer. Fermi observations on the other hand peak around periastron and display the lowest luminosity close to apastron. The peculiar variability of the GeV emission, confirmed in other systems, is one of the challenges of theoretical models. Peak/lows at conjunctions rather than periastron and apastron indicate variability is related to geometrical effects rather than intrinsic variability due to changes in the shocked region. Due the large eccentricity and orbital period, PSR B1259-63 shows non-thermal emission mainly around periastron. TeV, X-rays, radio and H α display increased emission about 20 days before periastron and another peak about 20 days after (Chernyakova et al. 2014) . The timing corresponds to the pulsar passing trough the inclined Be disk (Tavani & Arons 1997; Khangulyan et al. 2007) , although the exact emission pattern is not fully understood. The rise before periastron, and slow decline afterwards in the equivalent width (EW) of Brγ and Hα indicate a growth and decay of the Be disk (Grundstrom & Gies 2006) . More observations are necessary to determine timescales and line profile variability. About 60 days after periastron, there is strong flaring in the GeV range (Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2011), while there is no increased emission at other wavebands. The presence of the flare was confirmed after the last periastron passage in 2014 (Tam et al. 2014) . It shows energy very close to the pulsar's spindown power and remains unexplained (Dubus & Cerutti 2013; Sushch & Böttcher 2014) .
LSI+61 o 303 is another binary with a Be star, which a much shorter orbit. The orbital variability of the Hα line profile is shown on the left panel of Fig. 4 . It shows a S-pattern over the second half of the orbit, indicating the presence of a one armed spiral density wave in the disk (Porter & Rivinius 2003) . The red shoulder before apastron is not originating from the Be disk itself and its origin is not explained. Following the results on X-ray binaries, we can assume that the pulsar does not directly interact with the disk in this system but probably strongly truncates it. It may be responsible for the observed superorbital variability as well, as both the tidal perturbation and the hydrodynamic interaction can lead to warping of the disk. The systems has a superorbital period of 1667 days (Gregory 2002; The Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2013) , where the peak of the emission shifts (Chernyakova et al. 2012 ) by about half an orbit. The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the peak of the radio and X-ray emission as a function of the orbital and superorbital phase. This implies only observations with the same orbital and superorbital period can be safely combined for comparison with theoretical predictions. The third γ-ray binary with a Be star is HESS J0632+057 (H.E.S.S. collaboration 2007), which long term variability is still unclear. The variability of the EW(H α ) with a period of ≃ 60 days (Aragona et al. 2010) , suggest the presence of a one-armed oscillation in the disk. So far, this system strikes by the absence of GeV emission, even after deep searches (Caliandro et al. 2013 ). This again, suggests a different origin for the GeV emission and emission at all other wavebands.
In the next section, I will describe our current understanding of γ-ray binaries and the theoretical challenges, some of them being directly related to the Be star.
Theory : success and challenges
The colliding wind paradigm, proposed by Melatos et al. (1995) ; Tavani et al. (1994) and brought back to the front scene by Dubus (2006b) is now well established. The collision between the dense stellar outflow and the highly relativistic, tenuous pulsar wind results in a shocked structure where leptons are accelerated up to very high energies. The particles then cool adiabatically and radiatively as they are advected away from the shocks. The very high energy emission results from inverse Compton scattering of the stellar and disk photons (Kirk et al. 1999 ). The lower energy emission, peaking in the MeV range and extending down to radio wavelengths is synchrotron emission.
Using this model as a baseline, one can analytically determine the position of the shocked region between both winds (see Fig. 1 ) and estimate the values of hydrodynamical quantities such as density, velocity (Canto et al. 1996) and magnetic field (Kennel & Coroniti 1984) . Based on such one-zone, or one-dimensional models, one can then compute the resulting emission. Various models take into account adiabatic losses in the shocked wind (Khangulyan et al. 2007; Takahashi et al. 2009; Zabalza et al. 2011) , the cascade of non-thermal particles Bednarek 2006) , emission from the unshocked pulsar wind (Khangulyan et al. 2011; Cerutti et al. 2008 ) and very high energy gamma-ray absorption due to pair production (Dubus 2006a; SierpowskaBartosik & Torres 2009 ). Variations of the standoff point, due to the eccentricity of the binary, combined with line-of-sight effects naturally yield orbital modulations.
Complementary studies have focused on the geometry and dynamics of the interaction region, using multidimensional hydrodynamical simulations. Such simulation reveal the close proximity to colliding winds of massive stars. Colliding stellar winds have been studied for decades (see e.g. Pittard (2009)) and their modeling is computationally less demanding than γ-ray binaries. Simulations highlight the presence of instabilities in the colliding wind region (Lamberts et al. 2011) , leading to mixing between both winds, which increases Coulomb losses of the high-energy particles (Zdziarski et al. 2010) . Okazaki et al. (2011) studied the interaction between the Be disk and the pulsar using 3D smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations. They find that, similarly to X-ray binaries, the Be disk has to be denser than disks in isolated stars.
The pulsar wind is highly relativistic, with a Lorentz factor Γ = (1 − v 2 ) −1/2 ≃ 10 5−7 . Relativistic hydrodynamics differs from classical hydrodynamics by the presence of the Lorentz factor in the conservation equations. This yields a more complex coupling between density, energy and momentum in all spatial directions, which can affect the shocked structure. The equation of state is also more elaborate (Mignone & McKinney 2007) . Properly modeling the shocked pulsar wind is necessary to determine its Lorentz factor, which is critical to determine Doppler boosting. The emission of a relativistic is enhanced when the flow is aligned with the line of sight. This effect is likely the cause of the orbital variations of the TeV lightcurve in LS 5039 .
Taking into account the relativistic nature of the pulsar wind in a high resolution, large scale numerical simulation remains a computational challenge. Numerical relativistic hydrodynamics is still an active field of research and current simulations are limited to a Lorentz factor Γ ≃ 10 − 30. Simulations are computationally demanding as the dynamical timescale for the pulsar wind (which sets the size of the time-step) is about a hundred times smaller than the timescale for the stellar wind, not to mention the timescales for the Be disk and orbital period.
Performing relativistic simulations, where the shocks are set as numerical boundaries, Bogovalov et al. (2008) find that the shocked pulsar wind can re-accelerate up to Γ ≃ 100 at a distance of 50 times the binary separation. In smaller scale follow-up simulations, they find little impact of the magnetic field and the anisotropy of the pulsar wind (Bogovalov et al. 2012) . The left panel of Fig. 5 shows that relativistic coupling between spatial directions leads to a more confined pulsar wind (Lamberts et al. 2013 ). The right panel shows that, at larger scales the spiral structure (Bosch-Ramon et al. 2012 ) is very similar to the non-relativistic case (Lamberts et al. 2012) , although this has to be confirmed at higher Lorentz factors. Figure 5 . Left : Position of the stellar wind shock, contact discontinuity and pulsar wind shock (from left to right) for increasing values of Γ : 1 (pale blue), 3 (dark blue) and 7 (black). Adapted from Lamberts et al. (2013) . Right : large scale structure of LS 5039. The pulsar wind (Γ = 2) is the blue region, the stellar wind the orange one. Taken from Bosch-Ramon et al. (2012) . In both cases, the lengthscale is set by the binary separation. Reproduced with permission of the authors.
In spite of these theoretical efforts, there is currently no fully consistent model which is able to explain all variations at all wavelengths. First, the peculiar behavior of the GeV lightcurves, with respect to other wavebands suggests the existence of two distinct populations of energetic particles (Zabalza et al. 2013) , which origin remains unconfirmed. Similarly, there is no satisfactory explanation for the GeV flare observed in PSR B1259-63 (Dubus & Cerutti 2013; . Finally, the confirmed superorbits in binaries with Be stars pinpoint interactions between the disk and the compact object ) but studies are too scarce to allow quantitative understanding.
The full benefit of the wealth of currently available data can only be obtained when the many aspects of theoretical modeling come together. Progress will hopefully be made by bringing together simulations, fully capturing the structure of γ-ray binaries, and the models for non-thermal emission. This should allow to identify the relevant emission regions. Similarly, including more elaborate models for the pulsar wind, its magnetic field, geometry and composition will lead to a better model for the injection of non-thermal particles. Finally, important progress can be made by using an more updated vision for the companion star : its spherical wind, photon field and definitely the Be disk itself. In the next section, I will detail the need for improved modeling of stellar and disk physics in γ-ray binaries but also highlight how such objects can provide important clues for stellar physics.
Importance of the stellar companion
During their often eccentric and inclined (with respect to the Be disk) orbit, pulsars sample a variety of stellar environments. In LS 5039 the pulsar is located in different areas of the wind acceleration region. In PSR B1259-63 (and HESS J0632+057 ?) , the pulsar goes through an increasingly dense, but slower, stellar wind as it approaches the star and then eventually interacts with the equatorial disk, twice. In all systems, the variations of the photon field impact the inverse Compton emission.
The momentum flux ratio of the winds is the main criterion for the structure of the colliding wind region. Uncertainties on the momentum flux ratio relate to the uncertainties on the stellar mass loss rate and the pulsar's spindown power. Observational constrains provide sets of possible values (Bosch-Ramon et al. 2007; Sarty et al. 2011) . The non-detection of thermal X-rays, traditional signature of colliding wind regions puts upper limits on both values (Zabalza et al. 2011) . Similarly, the lack of absorption of the non-thermal X-rays in LS 5039 at superior conjunction puts an upper limit oḟ M = 1.5 × 10 7 M ⊙ yr −1 , combined with the presence of an extended emitting region. Clumps in the winds affect the derived mass loss rate and increases the X-ray variability (Bosch-Ramon et al. 2007; Zdziarski et al. 2010) .
The characteristics of the Be disk are essentially unknown. Still, the presence of the disk is a crucial aspect of γ-ray binaries. In PSR B1259-63, the pulsar likely passes through the disk at periastron. A first attempt at modeling such interaction highlights that most of the destruction of the disk is related to the pulsar wind, rather than a purely tidally interaction as is found in X-ray binaries. Only dense disks undergo limited destruction. Based on the same simulations, Takata et al. (2012) reproduce the double-peaked X-ray light curves but fail to reproduce the TeV lightcurves. Higher resolution simulations, may be necessary to better resolve the shocked structure around the apex and obtain more satisfactory lightcurves.
The long term fate of the disk is unexplored so far : does is "refill" and recover an unperturbed state while the pulsar is at apastron? If not, how much does the disk shrink and evolve between passages? These questions may remain unresolved for a while as long-term 3D simulations of γ-ray binaries are limited by the currently available computer power.
In LSI+61 o 303 the pulsar maybe influences the disk during the whole orbital period, probably with some variable effects due to the eccentricity of the system, as is suggested by the variable Hα profiles. Whether the pulsar is directly responsible for the observed stable superorbital modulation is not clear. While single Be stars display variability on similar timescales due to one armed oscillations and/or warping, the variability is not always cyclic (Okazaki 1997) . Why is the presence of the cpulsar companion stabilizing the variability of the disk and setting that particular timescale? Fully modeling the disk, as well as its interactions with the central star, à la Haubois et al. (2012) , while it is feeling an outside tidal field as well as hydrodynamical interaction might answer such questions.
The disk is also an important source of infrared photons, which can increase the inverse Compton emission (van Soelen et al. 2012; van Soelen & Meintjes 2011) , which may be one of the necessary ingredients to explain the GeV flare in PSR B1259-63.
Finally, 3 out of 5 known systems are hosting a Be star. While this may be just a result of the small sample, which has little statistical significance, it may open new leads on the fundamental question of the origin of the Be phenomenon itself.
Some conclusions, more perspectives
Since the confirmation of TeV emission in PSR B1259-63 (H.E.S.S. Collaboration 2005), the field of γ-ray binaries has made a tremendous progress. The Fermi satellite has revealed the peculiar nature of the GeV emission. Long-term multi-wavelength monitoring shows orbital variability at all wavelengths. Systems with a Be star display additional modulations, observed at most wavebands as well. The combination of data has established the current paradigm : the colliding wind region allows for particle acceleration, which results in high energy emission through inverse Compton and synchrotron emission. Some modulations can be explained by geometrical effects and changes in the wind collision structure as the pulsar sample a changing environment of the massive star. Similarly superorbital modulations are related to the Be disk.
Still, many questions remain unanswered. The structure and composition of the pulsar wind, its magnetic field and the injection of non-thermal particles is not well constrained. The exact location of the emitting regions is not clear, although there is increasing evidence for extended emission and/or multiple emitting regions. While the interaction between the Be disk and compact object are responsible for the emission around periastron in PSR B1259-63 and the superorbital variations in LSI+61 o 303, the long term evolution of the disk and origin of the superorbit are unknown.
Similarly to X-ray binaries, further progress in the understanding of γ-ray binaries will be facilitated through dialogue between the different fields of research. While plasma physics can likely answer the questions related to the pulsar wind physics, stellar physics is necessary to understand the structure of the colliding wind region and its long term evolution. This will lead to progress in high-energy astrophysics but also allow to fully exploit all the currently available data on the Be phenomenon.
